
In a flap about bird strike
Australian bird strike reported to the ATSB

2002 to 2006
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Take home

• Birdstrike rate has increased, reasons for the increase vary
• Injury some, death nil, damage still
• Rates of birdstrike at aerodromes differ, indicators of performance only
• Dual engine ingestion infrequent but real, consequences potentially surreal
• Strikes seasonal, species somewhat regional



Summary



Assumptions

• measurable
• limits to incident data

– initial incident data (incomplete)
– real risk changes with big events

• association not necessarily causation
• frequency and consequence
• focus events with greatest potential damage
• breadth to see trends

Photo from Wikipedia, 2008



Terms

• stratify
• association
• cross-sectional study
• bias
• confounding



Stage

• report driver AAWHG
• scope

– annual report
– species hazard ranking
– temporal factors
– inventory of all control measures
– list all aerodromes with strike



Process

• previous ATSB reports
• investigations

– one final investigation report (2002 to 2006)
– 767 Melbourne 2006 engine throttled back continued flight

• literature
• potential damage and public safety
• basic sense
• consultations



Consult

• CSIRO
• AAHWG including CASA representative
• ATSB investigators (tech analysis)
• some airport operators
• BITRE
• Some airlines



Beginning themes

• concern
• groups

– ornithologist vs. pragmatists
• international vs. national scene



Topic

• two-pronged problem
– separate birds and aircraft
– manufacture aircraft to withstand bird strike

• various players
• control over all players difficult
• best way to assess harm

– people
– operations
– equipment
– processes



Structure

• Central Science Lab UK by aerodrome
• BASI 1996 birdstrike report by damage
• US Dolbeer reports
• BHIU Annual Reports
• Serious potential consequence



Script

• big picture for Australia
• temporal factors
• damage
• location

– major, GAAP, regional
– at or near aerodrome and aerodrome alone
– damage
– species

• not performed
– species hazard ranking
– risk assessment models

• not a review control measure effectiveness



History



History

• 1977 van Tets aerodrome hazards
• 1980 to 1985 BHIU Annual Reports
• 1996 Birdstrike Report (BASI)
• 2002 Hazards posed to aircraft (ATSB)
• 2006 Forensic identification (DNA)

Photo from Aviation Safety Digest, 1970



Methods

• Population
– all accidents and incidents reported to the ATSB between 2002 and 2006

• Sample
– bird or bat strikes in Australia

• Exclusions
– possible strikes
– near hit or dangerous occurrence

• Filter mechanisms
– Combine word text analysis with coding to filter occurrences



Definition

• Aircraft damage 
– is where an aircraft sustains either a scratch, crack, dent, bent, broken or non-

functioning component or system 
– where a responsible person states it was damaged, even in the absence of a 

description of the part damaged, or damage severity
• Aerodrome and near aerodrome

– wanted to use height and distance (too many missing variables)
– phase of flight
– near – circuit, final approach, aborted approach, or traffic pattern
– aerodrome – take-off, landing, taxiing, stationary
– non-aerodrome – descending, initial approach, intermediate approach, long 

straight in, climb to cruise, en route, normal cruise, normal descent and 
manoeuvring



Total number



Rate per 10,000 total movements



Reports



Source



Reports and damage



Historically



Phase of flight



Type of operation



Effect on flight



Damage



Engine ingestion



Number of engines ingested



Twin engine ingestion



Crew injuries

• Occurrence 1
– During cattle mustering operations, the Schweitzer 300 CBI helicopter tail rotor 

struck an eagle. The pilot lost control and the helicopter crashed into a heavily 
wooded area, receiving minor injuries.  The helicopter was destroyed.

• Occurrence 2
– During the climb phase, a Robinson R-22 helicopter struck a bush turkey that 

impacted the perspex bubble.  The bubble was smashed and the front of the 
helicopter was damaged. The main rotor was damaged by debris and the pilot 
received facial injuries from shards of perspex.

• Occurrence 3
– On final, the pilot of a Rockwell Aero Commander (<5,700 kg) reported to ATC 

that his aircraft struck a bird when 2 nautical miles from touchdown at a major 
Australian airport.  The aircraft sustained a broken windscreen in the collision. 
The pilot was slightly injured, however, the aircraft landed without further 
incident.   The type of bird and bird size is not known.



Bird size



Species struck top ten



Missing species



Month



Time of day



Location



Major strike rate



GAAP strike rate



Regional strike rates



Detailed aerodrome

• Basic description
• Capital, GAAP
• Movements
• Rates for RPT and total aircraft
• Damaging rate
• Species
• Aerodrome and near aerodrome strikes



Aerodrome overview example



Example aerodrome rate



Example aerodrome by month



Example strike rate, aerodrome and 
month



Examples aerodrome species



Data quality

• missing data
• incomplete data
• initial incident report
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Bias and confounding

• aircraft movements
– rpt vs. GA
– estimates
– risk adjustment (normalise)

• ingestion
– probably underestimate
– pitfalls of text analysis (struck, ingestion, injestion, hit)



Take home

• Birdstrike rate has increased, reasons for the increase vary
• Injury some, death nil, damage still
• Rates of birdstrike at aerodromes differ, indicators of performance only
• Dual engine ingestion infrequent but real, consequences potentially surreal
• Strikes seasonal, species somewhat regional



Quotable quote

I am a conscientious man, when I throw rocks at seabirds, I 
leave no tern unstoned

Ogden Nash



Players

Nicholls and Bells, 2005
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